
Virginia Commonwealth 
University 9/11 
Comemoration Event
An Opportunity To Bring Students, 
Faculty/Staff, and the Community Together



What is it?



Planning
Where did the idea come from?

What were some challenges?

What were considerations for continuity?



Where did the idea come from?

The original concept involved the VCU Military Student Services 
Office and the local VFW chapter. They recognized that there 
was a deficiency in 9/11 recognition. So, they met at the 
school’s flag poles and laid a wreath at the base of the 
American flag and took a moment of silence to reflect on their 
experiences and to remember those lost on that day.



What were some challenges?

With anything on-campus, there are always challenges in 
creating an event.  Organizations have a lot of people, 
resources, and departments to consider so it may seem 
challenging to get the “green light”. For us, the biggest 
challenges weren’t always with the University. Community 
partners needed planning. The site needed to be reserved. 
Then we had to figure out how to create a public memorial that 
was inclusive and meaningful.



What were considerations for 
continuity?

In the military we always want continuity. This means creating 
an event that can be replicated without the guidance of the 
original attendees. For us, that meant always having the Military 
Student Services office partner with us, as well as, creating and 
maintaining an “Operational Binder” with all information that can 
handed off to the next board. This helps to continue to grow and 
to communicate the connections and information needed to 
reach out to partners.



Execution

What were hurdles that you weren't expecting?

Was the event a success?

Who were your partners?



What were hurdles that you 
weren't expecting?

Everything seems to be great until the day of. Planning can 
really help this, but some things just don’t work out. Inter-
department participation was one (IE-Stairmaster). Some 
partners just can’t be involved due to time or scheduling. 
Another hurdle was more about growing pains (Using markers 
instead of pen, printing the towers instead of drawing them). 
Actually, having too many partners or participants. These are all 
things that you correct the following year.



Was the event a success?

This is dependent on expectations. It was successful in that we 
were able to have have the event, spread awareness, and have 
people involved, but I believe we are always thinking of ways to 
create an event that can have more of an impact and be more 
meaningful to those around it.



Who were your partners?

Partners are incredibly important. We have been lucky to have 
partners from the University and the community.

• VCU Military Student Services
• VFW Post-6364
• Engine Company 6 (Richmond Fire Department)
• VCU Police
• National Guard Recruitment
• VCU Military Veteran Alumni Council
• Commonwealth Singers
• US Army Rec. Batt. (Swearing In)



AAR – After Action Report

Was the outcome what you expected?

What have you done (or will you do) differently?

How would you apply it at different 
institutions (considering size and populations)?



Was the outcome what you expected?

This is similar to the “success” question. We knew we had 
partners and our SVA attending, but we weren’t sure if students 
would be receptive. SVA might do all of it themselves. We did 
find that students were open to it and continued to grow through 
the years.



What have you done (or will you do) 
differently?

This is a constantly growing event and future SVA leaders will 
be able to add to it. We have seen it grow quite a bit. We have 
added food, beverages, T-shirts, and more partners. 



How would you apply it at different 
institutions (considering size and 
populations)?

The concept remains the same. Remember what the event is for 
and don’t sway from that. When we created the event, we knew 
the focus needed to be the remembrance of victims of 9/11. 
Anything beyond that is to get the attention of people who may 
not consider being part of it. Whether the school is large or 
small, it is applicable to all colleges and universities.



How was the most recent event 
different than past events?






Questions?
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